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1. Choose the correct answer.          15 

i) When did Chandragupta Maurya found the empire of Ashoka? 

a) 2300 b)  2000 c) 1000 d) 1500 

ii) _____ lay on the route from north to south India  

a) Ujjain     b) Udaipur c) Jaipur d) Ratlam 

iii) ____ war was remarkable in the life of Ashoka 

a) kalinga b) Kalina c) Pataliputra  d) Panipat 

iv) How many lions are their in Ashoka Chakra? 

a) four  b) three c) Two d) one 

v) The use of iron began in the subcontinent around ____years ago. 

a) 3000 b) 2000 c) 1000 d) 500 

vi) ____ has been an important settlement for more than 2500 years 

a) Mathura  b) Kalinga  c) Ujjain d) Delhi 

vii) Around 2000 years ago ___ became the second capital of the Kushanas. 

a) Mathura  b) Rajputana c) Pataliputra  d) Somnath 

viii) ___ is the sacred book of Hinduism 

a) Bhagawat Gita  b) Quran c) Bible d) Kalpasutra 

ix) The iron pillar at Delhi made about __ years ago  

a) 1500 b) 1000 c) 500  d) 750 

x) The frozen rivers of ice is called – 

a) glaciers  b)Sea  c) River d) Lake 

xi) Mountains may be arranged in a line known as -- 

b) Range  b) Block mountain  c) Volcanic mountain  d) flora and fauna 

xii) India is located in ___ 

a) Northern hemiphere b) Southern hemisphere 

c) Polar region   d) Equatorial region  

xiii) ____ is our national bird. 

b) Peacock   b) Eagle c) Crow   d) Parrot 

xiv) Who wrote Arya bhatiyam? 

b) Aryabhata b) Bhaskara  c) Ramanujan d) Galileo 

xv) About ___ years ago, wearing silk became the fashion amongst rulers and rich 

people in Rome. 

a) 2000 b) 3000 c) 1000 d) 1000  

2. Fill in the blanks.           15  

i) Ashoka placed stone pillar at _____. 

ii) Chandragupta Maurya was the grandfather of ________. 

iii) _____ was the gate way to the north west. 



iv) In northern part of India the village headman was known as the ____. 

v) The earliest coins which were in use  for about 500 years were  ____ coins. 

vi) _____ india was famous for gold, spices and precious stones. 

vii) The capital of Pallava Kingdom was _____. 

viii) The best known chalukya ruler was _______. 

ix) _____ Patha was laid around the stupa. 

x) The famous Tamil epic, the Silappadikaram, was composed by ____. 

xi) The wearing away of the earth’s surface is called _______. 

xii) There are _____ types of mountains. 

xiii) _____ is the oldest plateau. 

xiv) _____ is the highest plateau in the world. 

xv) India can be divided into _____ physical divisions. 

3. True of False.            10 

i) Ujjain is the gateway to central Asia.   ( ) 

ii) Ashoka conquered on Kalinga war.   ( ) 

iii) Ashoka was inspired by the teachings of Jainas. ( ) 

iv) Madurai is situated in Tamil Nadu.   ( ) 

v) Chinese rulers sent gift of silk to rulers in Iran and West Asia.  

        (  ) 

vi) Fa  xian came to Indian subcontinent on 1700 years ago.   

        ( ) 

vii) Xuan Zang came from China.    ( ) 

viii) Harsha was the king of Thanesar.   ( ) 

ix) The Pallavas and Chalukyas were the most important ruling dynasty in 

south India.       ( ) 

x) Manimekalai was composed by Sattanar.  ( ) 

xi) Aryabhata was a king.     ( ) 

xii) The river Kaveri drain into Arabian sea.  ( ) 

xiii) Weather is known for the day to day changes in the atmosphere.  

       ( ) 

xiv) Plants release carbon dioxide  and absorb oxygen. ( ) 

xv) Mangrove forests are found in sunderbans in west Bengal. 

( ) 

4. Answer in one word or one sentence.       15 

i) Who was the father of empire Ashoka? 

ii) In which book the ideas of chanakya written down? 

iii) Who was the founder of Mauryan dynasty? 

iv) What is Dhamma? 



v) What are glaciers? 

vi) What are the three types of mountains? 

vii) Write the examples of young fold mountains? 

viii) Which is the oldest plateau in the world? 

ix) Which region is thickly populated in the world? 

x) Who is taking care of the Urban or city? 

xi) Which longitude has taken as the Indian standered time? 

xii) What is the meaning of Himalaya? 

xiii) Which is the three rivers drain into the bay of Bengal? 

xiv) Monsoon came from which word? 

xv) Who was the famous Kushana ruler? 

5. Short answer form.          20 

i) What is a dynasty? 

ii) What was Ashoka’s dhamma? 

iii) What did Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru write about Ashoka’s edicts? 

iv) How block mountains formed? 

v) What is Plateau? 

vi) What is the work of a municipal corporation? 

vii) What is sub – contracting? 

viii) Why is pepper known as black gold? 

ix) What are the major seasons recognized in India? 

x) What is natural vegetation? 

6. Long answer type questions.         15 

i) Write a note on Arikamedu? 

ii) Write a note on silk route. 

iii) Write a note on the physical divisions of India? 

7. Map pointing.            5 

In the political map of India, point out the following states. 

i) Haryana 

ii) Punjab 

iii) Rajasthan 

iv) Kerala 

v) Gujrat 

vi) Orissa 

vii) Jammu and Kashmir 

viii) Chattisgarh 

ix) Andhra Pradesh 

x) Maharashtra 

 


